Abstract

This document defines a BIER proxy function to interconnect different underlay routing protocol areas in a network. And a new BIER proxy range sub-TLV is also defined to convey BIER BFR-id information across the routing areas.
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1. Problem statement
Figure 1 shows that there are three areas in a traditional network. In some deployment situations, different routing protocols may also be used in a network. There are just small number of routers in each area of the network. Currently, multicast services are provided in this hybrid network by using protocol independent feature of PIM.

BIER could be a candidate multicast protocol to replace PIM to reduce multicast states in the hybrid network. BIER [RFC8279] is a new architecture for the forwarding of multicast data packets. It does not require a protocol for explicitly building multicast distribution trees, nor does it require intermediate nodes to maintain any per-flow state. In order to build BIER forwarding plane, BIER key parameters must be flooded in one BIER domain such as BFR-prefix, BFR-id, subdomain-id, and so on. The routing protocols which are used to flood these BIER parameters are called BIER routing underlay. The associated routing protocol extensions are defined in documents such as [RFC8401], [RFC8444], [I-D.ietf-bier-idr-extensions], [I-D.ietf-bier-ospfv3-extensions], and so on.
Based on the BIER design, a BIER domain is limited by the underlay routing protocols flooding scope. As in a hybrid network depicted in figure 2, in case we want deploy BIER instead of PIM, there are several BIER domains because of different underlay routing protocols limitation. Multiple encapsulating/ decapsulation executions are needed to across multiple BIER domains. These executions slow down the forwarding efficiency. The border routers also need to maintain overlay state, which is undesired.

Except the hybrid network, there is the situation that several areas formed by one same IGP protocol need to be merged into one BIER domain in existing network. The prefix redistribution method defined in this document can be used too.

2. Proposal
It is more efficient to deploy BIER by creating one BIER domain for the hybrid network to achieve forwarding benefit.

Since the limitation of the BIER routing protocol scope, BFR-id is confined to only one routing area. A BIER proxy function is introduced to transport BIER BFR-id information in a BIER domain across multiple routing protocol areas. So BIER forwarding tables can be built across multiple underlay routing protocols to replace encapsulation/decapsulation processing. In the current deployment, border router (ABR) has a similar role, ABR summaries unicast routing information from one routing protocol area and sends it to another routing area by new routing protocol messages. So ABR can implement BIER proxy function to summarize BIER BFR-id information from one routing protocol area and sends it to another routing area.

In figure 3, R3 and R4 connect two areas which running different routing protocols, they can be used as BIER proxies to transport BIER information. For example, after R3 receives BFR-ids information from OSPF area 1 and sends it to ISIS routing area, the routers in ISIS routing area can generate BIER forwarding items toward the BFR-ids in OSPF area 1. Similarly, R3 receives BFR-ids information from ISIS area and sends it to OSPF area 1, the routers in OSPF area 1 can build BIER forwarding items toward the BFR-ids in ISIS area. R4 does the same function, the BIER forwarding plane is constructed accordingly.
3. Advertisement

According to [RFC8279], each BFER needs to have a unique (in each sub-domain) BFR-id, and each BFR and BFER floods itself BIER info sub-TLV and associated sub-sub-TLVs in the BIER domain. To keep consistent with the definition in [RFC8444], [I-D.ietf-bier-ospfv3-extensions], and [RFC8401], BIER info sub-TLV defined in [RFC8401] and BIER sub-TLV defined in [RFC8444], [I-D.ietf-bier-ospfv3-extensions] is reused to convey the BFR-id information. OSPF extended Prefix Opaque LSA [RFC7684] and TLVs 235, 237 defined in [RFC5120], or TLVs 135 [RFC5305], or TLV 236 [RFC5308] are still used to carry the BFR-id / BFR-prefix information.

The key parameters got from the original routing protocol should be adapted to the format of next routing protocol, such as BFR-prefix, BFR-id, subdomain-id, and so on. Some parameters like BAR, MT-ID has local significance, So they should be set to same values with BIER proxy own advertisement when BIER proxy advertise them to the next routing area.

And as the two BIER info sub-sub-TLVs (sub-TLVs) including MPLS encapsulation and BSL conversion also have local significance. The information carried in these two sub-sub-TLV need not, but MAY, be advertised to next routing area.

3.1. BIER proxy range sub-TLV

In case unicast default route and aggregated / summarized routes are used in some routing areas and routers in next area can not see the specific BFR-prefix routes from original area, the prefix advertised should be set to default route or aggregated / summarized routes. Like in figure 3, in case R3/R4 does not advertise specific ISIS unicast routes to OSPF area and only advertises unicast default route or aggregated / summarized route to OSPF area 1/2, when R3/R4 advertises BIER info sub-TLV to OSPF area 1/2, R3 MUST advertise the prefix with default route or aggregated / summarized route. In that case, multiple BFR-ids will be mapped to one prefix. In order to advertise BFR-ids optimally, we define a new BIER proxy range sub-TLV to advertise the information of BFR-ids.
The BIER proxy range sub-TLV is attached to the aggregated / summarized route prefix or default route prefix. The summarized / aggregated / default prefix may need multiple BIER proxy range sub-TLVs if the BFR-ids covered by the prefix are allocated from different ranges (even if they’re from a single range but if some BFR-ids in the range map to some BIER prefixes that are covered by a different summarized / aggregated prefix, then that single large range needs to be broken into smaller ranges).

The BFR-ids associated with the summarized prefix can be advertised individually in the BIER range sub-TLV. Though BFR-id’s range can increase advertisement efficiency, necessary configuration / policy should be provided to guide the range generation of BFR-ids. Otherwise unwanted amount of updates may occur when a BFR-id is removed from the range.

Because a summarized / default prefix covers many BIER prefixes, the mapping between a BIER prefix and its BFR-id is no longer conveyed in the routing underlay. As a result, the mapping must be provided by other means, e.g. in the multicast overlay.

### 4. Example

As in figure 3, R3 and R4 as BIER proxy, R3 as an example should advertise the BIER BFR-ids information from ISIS area to OSPF area 1 with the advertiser set to R3 itself, and advertise BIER info from OSPF area 1 to ISIS area as well. In case R3 and R4 generates specific BFR-prefix and BFR-ids from the original area to the next area, BIER info sub-TLV defined in [RFC8401] and BIER sub-TLV defined in [RFC8444], or [I-D.ietf-bier-ospfv3-extensions] is reused to convey the BFR-id information. All the routers generate BIER forwarding items to other area toward BIER proxy according to [RFC8279].

In case BIER proxy can not advertise specific BFR-prefix but aggregated / summarized / default prefix from the original area to
the next area, BIER proxy range sub-TLV is used to convey the information. Suppose that Rm is an ingress router, R1, R2, Rx and Ry is egress router, the BFR-ids of these egress router are 31, 55, 112, 157. The BFR prefixes of them are 10.1.1.5, 10.1.1.50, 203.1.1.10, 203.1.1.60. Suppose that summarized prefixes are advertised into OSPF area. The summarized prefixes are 10.1.1.0/24 and 203.1.1.0/24. All the routers in OSPF area 1 compute forwarding table for unicast / BIER according to the summarized prefixes, and they can get to these prefixes by routes toward proxy R3.

Rm encapsulate multicast flow with BIER header that with 31, 55, 112 and 157 bit set in the BIER header (Supposed that 256 BitStringLength is used). The routers in OSPF area 1 forward packet toward R3. R3 forwards packet according to the BFR-ids set in the BIER header normally. Later packet reaches R1, R2 and R4. Similarly, R4 forwards packet into OSPF area 2 normally. Finally packet reaches Rx and Ry.

5. IANA Considerations

IANA is requested to set up a new types of sub-TLV (TLV) registry value for BIER proxy range advertisement in OSPF, ISIS, BGP, etc.

6. Security Considerations

Implementations must assure that malformed TLV and Sub-TLV permutations do not result in errors which cause hard protocol failures.
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